Publisher: Russian Scout Wannawong Camp 2009
All complaints to: Artyom Laletin

Scout Camp 2009 is
opened by Camp Chief
Arkhip Tikhomirov
Opening words for the camp started
off with a warm welcome from
Arkhip who jollily declared that
everyone will be properly tired out
by the end of the camp and that he
would make it his priority to do so.
Jokes aside it was good to see so
many friendly faces and much fresh
blood at parade, which with our
stringent safety standards we hope
not to see :)

Patrols in order of points
Scouts and Guides
No points have been
allocated yet.

Ptenchiki and Volchata
No points have been
allocated yet.

Editor’s Word

8

This Newspaper now hires journalists
within the organisation. Must be
funny, witty and being able to write
things people would ACTUALLY
want to read!

Swallows as animals

In an event that you want to write
something or place an ad in the
classifieds section. Please see Artyom
Laletin promptly,

The swallows are passerine birds in
the family Hirundinidae which are
characterised by their adaptation to aerial

For the sake of our Duty patrol, here is
some information about the birds they
represent.

Continues on page 4
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SUDOKU FOR DEAD HOUR OR MEAL TIME
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Anouncements.

Did you know?

Fluffy pink poodle slippers were found
near the Tipee. Own up!

These are the original words to one of
our song...

Kompot now has 5% real fruit in it! Do
not miss out this year!

Взвейтесь, соколы, орлами!
Взвейтесь, соколы, орлами!
Полно горе горевать!
То-ли дело, под шатрами
В поле лагерем стоять!

Lost a pet cannary, if found please
return for reward.
Signed: Cat.
Weather: sunny or raining, it has not
made-up it’s mind yet.
Total fire ban.
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Possibility of showers: Low
Possibility of night raid: High
Do not drink pool water. You don’t
know where Volchata have been.
Caution. Pool water is warmer than it
appears.
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Brain Teaser:

Лагерь город полотняный,
Морем улицы шумят,
Позолотою румяной
Медны маковки горят.
Там, едва заря настанет,
Строй пехотный закипит,
Барабаном в небо грянет
И штыками заблестит.
Закипит тогда войною
Богатырская игра,
Строй на строй пойдет
стеною
И прокатится Ура!
Все покорны Царской воле,
По отбою - кончен спор,
И на прежнем ратном поле
Песню дружно грянет хор!
Припев:
Взвейтесь, соколы, орлами!
Полно горе горевать.
То-ли дело, под шатрами
В поле лагерем стоят

What do a Koala Bear, a Guinea Pig, a Prairie Dog, a Blue Bottle, and a Jelly
Fish have in common?
2
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АНЕКДОТЫ
К директору компании подходит
заведующий химической
лабораторией.
- Шеф! Нам удалось
синтезировать новый,
совершенно уникальный состав.
Вот только мы не можем решить,
что это будет: моющее средство
или
новое детское питание...

- Что может быть страшнее
китайского алфавита?
- Китайская азбука Морзе.
- А y меня вчеpа дpyг за пять
минyт сеpвеp сломал.
- Он что, хакеp??!
- Он дурак!!

Program for the day
Saturday (10th January 2009)
Scouts and Guides
Gymnastics
Parade
Breakfast
Marching practice
Singing practice
Swimming
Lunch

7:00
7:45
8:30
9:00

Dead Hour
Tower Building
Swimming
Dinner
Parade
11:00 Campfire
12:00 Lights Out

13:00
14:00
17:30
18:30
19:15
20:00
22:00

Ptenchiki and Volchata
Gymnastics
Parade
Breakfast
Marching practice
Singing practice
Swimming
Lunch

7:00
7:45
8:30
9:00

Dead Hour
Newspaper
Swimming
Dinner
Parade
11:00 Campfire
12:00 Lights Out

13:00
14:00
17:30
18:30
19:15
20:00
22:00

Duty Officer: Artyom
Duty Patrol: Swallows
Obituaries:
Серенький Козлик
Shatab is currently investigating the
wereabouts of Серые Волки.
Any information would apreciated.
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feeding. Swallow is used colloquially
in Europe as a synonym for the Barn
Swallow.
The swallows have a cosmopolitan
distribution across the world and breed
on all the continents except Antarctica.
It is believed that this family originated
in Africa as hole-nesters;
Swallows are excellent fliers, and
use these skills to attract a mate and
to feed. Some species are territorial,
whereas others are not and simply
defend their nesting site.
For the most part swallows are
insectivorous, taking flying insects
on the wing. Across the whole family
a wide range of insects are taken
from most insect groups, but the
composition of any one prey type in
the diet varies by species and with
the time of year. Individual species
are selective, they do not scoop up
every insect around them, but instead
select larger prey items than would
be expected by random sampling.
They also avoid certain prey types;
in particular stinging insects such as
bees and wasps are generally avoided.

In addition to insect prey a number
of species will occasionally consume
fruits and other plant matter.
Swallows are able to produce many
different calls or songs, which are used
to express excitement, to communicate
with others of the same species, during
courtship, or as an alarm when a
predator is in the area.
Because of the readiness with which
some species nest in and around human
settlements and buildings people have
had a long experience with swallows
and many myths and legends have
arisen as a consequence.

New Microsoft Keyboard

Builders Labourer.
Exspertise in Tower Construction
preffered.
Contact Mark Senchenko.
Wanted to buy an antique fruit
suitable for Kompot.
Contact George Portelli.
Janitor/ Toilet cleaner urgently needed.
Seasonal work for the time after
Russian Scout Camp required after the
consumption of Kompot.
For Sale!
Several kerosene lanterns slightly
damaged by past exposure to
metholated spirit.

Wanted 1 or 2 energetic and motivated
ballista targets. Must be over 1.4 m
high and able to run fast.
Ask not for what your scout movement
can do for you! Ask what you can do
for your scout movement!
Uncle Misha wants you!
Attention!
This space for sale.
Contact Artyom Laletin.
Expressions of interest here for
Dancing with the scouts.
Contact Tamara Petrenko.
For Sale.
Churkin’s elixir of life.

Your ad could have been here!

Russian Scout Thredbo
DVD now available!

Only
$39.9
5

Simple design!
Even guides can
understand it!
You will not need any
other keys!
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Classifieds

Only $49.95
Includes deleted scenes.
Interview with the cast.
Director’s comments.
Over 4.32 hours of never
before seen footage.
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